International migration is a complex transnational phenomenon. International migrants often cross the borders of many countries en route to their destination. Under international law, all migrants have fundamental human rights, regardless of the cause of or motivation for their migration. Some of these rights are shared by all human beings; other rights, needs and vulnerabilities are associated with or arise during migration (such as, in the case of refugees, upon exiting a country of origin).

In the context of migration, states have both sovereign rights and responsibilities: rights to regulate their borders and to exercise jurisdiction beyond their territory; responsibilities to protect the human rights of citizens and non-citizens in their territory or subject to their jurisdiction and to provide individuals in need with humanitarian protection. States also have obligations not to aid or assist other states in breaching international obligations.

This Concept Note considers these issues in the context of the phenomena of border externalization and suggests some of the ways in which this practice impacts the human rights of migrants, and particularly their access to humanitarian protection. It considers how states can ensure the protection of the rights of migrants even as they advance a range of policy priorities in
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1 For the purposes of this discussion, the term “migrant” refers to a person who is outside of a State of which the migrant is a citizen or national, or in the case of a stateless migrant, his or her State of birth or habitual residence. See, International Migrants Bill of Rights Initiative, *International Migrants Bill of Rights*, 28 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 14 (2003) (The International Migrants Bill of Rights (hereinafter “IMBR”) defines migrant in its Article 2(2)). This definition covers all categories of migrants, regardless of whether they might also be defined in or protected by a specific treaty regime or complementary body of law and standards, including refugees, labor migrants, those seeking family reunification and, of course, migrants with mixed motives.
response to the movement of people across borders. Part I will suggest a working definition of border externalization and describe some of the ways this phenomenon works in practice. Part II will discuss the rights of international migrants and how border externalization impacts these human rights in policy and in practice. Part III will present some recommendations that could strengthen protection of human rights in the context of border externalization and migration management and closes with a set of questions for discussion.

**Part I: What is Border Externalization?**

Border externalization is not a unitary phenomenon. Rather, it describes approaches to extraterritorial state actions, ranging from direct to bilateral and multilateral engagement, through which a state prevents the arrival of migrants at its legal or territorial borders. These can include direct interdiction and preventive policies, including those implemented by private actors, as well as the provision of direct and indirect support for or assistance to security or migration management practices in and by third countries.

Numerous policy considerations drive the practice of border externalization. Externalization policies and practices first occurred regionally, in proximity to mass migrations resulting from conflict or natural disaster. Now, migration policy is an increasingly politicized issue, and externalization is often framed through a security lens. Control of migration flows is cast as an effort to prevent “illegal” (or irregular) immigration or to protect migrants from the dangers of the journey. Extraterritorial actions to manage migration flows are also increasingly linked to the ineffectiveness (and politicization) of domestic migration policies. Over time, the phenomenon has expanded to commonly include systematic engagement with third countries with the explicit goal of preventing migrants – including (and at times, perhaps, particularly) those who would have a valid legal basis for claiming humanitarian relief upon arrival – from entering destination states and to prevent migration entirely or to encourage apprehension and return, rather than settlement, legal integration or onward migration.

The goal of preventive protection also informs state, regional, and international approaches to migration policy. Preventive actions can come in the form of aid, capacity-building, and other actions seeking to improve rights protections in countries of origin, addressing the “root causes” of international migration (while also reducing migration pressure on destination states). However, preventive protection policies and practices can have the additional effect, even if only indirectly, of advancing or strengthening border externalization.

Border externalization occurs through formalized migration policies and visa regimes, through bilateral and multilateral policy initiatives between states, as well as through ad hoc policies and
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\[i\] In the context of migration and border externalization, it can be helpful to consider the distinctions between a migrant’s country of origin (the country from which a migrant departs though not always the state of which the migrant is a national or citizen), destination states (the migrant’s intended destination) and third countries (those states through which a migrant will or intends to transit en route).
practices. Externalization policies and practices may explicitly seek to prevent the entry of migrants into a destination state or have an indirect impact on migration.

Externalization policies are often pursued with the stated goal of assisting third countries with migration control and management. Examples of these schemes include policies and practices that encourage third countries (and countries of origin) to prevent their citizens from migrating, through incentives for would-be migrants to remain in place and also through physical or legal barriers; policies and practices encouraging migrant apprehensions (interdictions, interceptions, or “turn-backs” – including on the high seas) through logistical, financial, or political support, or directly in exchange for aid;\textsuperscript{6} the development of readmission and incentive structures between third countries and countries of origin;\textsuperscript{7} financial and political support of migrant detention or interdiction practices by third countries or off-shore;\textsuperscript{8} or partnerships to combat “illegal” (or irregular) migration or to build capacity of immigration or asylum systems in third countries.\textsuperscript{9} They can also include measures implemented entirely through requirements imposed on the private sector, such as carrier sanctions, and which have the effect of preventing departure or transit of migrants to destination states. In the context of forced migration, externalization efforts may specifically divert asylum-seekers for processing in third countries, including in third-country processing centers or protected areas near countries of origin.\textsuperscript{10}

Indirect externalization occurs through policies and practices that result in border externalization, although externalization is not be the stated goal. A prominent example is law enforcement or military assistance which may have the additional effect of sealing borders (both for exit and entry), encouraging push-backs, increasing apprehensions and/or reducing access to protection mechanisms in the context of apprehension and deportation.\textsuperscript{11} There is increasing recognition by human rights experts that destination states seek “creative ways” to ensure that migrants, and even would-be migrants, do not reach their borders.\textsuperscript{12}

\textbf{Part II: The Impact of Border Externalization on the Right of Migrants}

Border externalization policies and practices can implicate human rights in significant ways. First, by directing migrant flows to third countries, externalization influences the nature and duration of state legal obligations, as well as which states are charged under international law with the protection of the rights of migrants. Second, externalization can influence how and when migrants’ rights are impacted during migration, both decreasing the availability of some legal protections and increasing the likelihood of some rights violations.

Border externalization may prevent (and seek to prevent) migrants from ever coming under the jurisdiction of the destination state in an attempt to limit formal legal obligations to protect migrants’ rights.\textsuperscript{13} When the rights of migrants are then violated in third countries as a result of a destination state’s externalization efforts, this can raise complicated issues of state responsibility. Simply put, it is a violation of international law for states to directly support the internationally wrongful acts of another state.\textsuperscript{14} Thus destination states pursuing border externalization strategies may come to be responsible (as a matter of international law) for rights violations outside of their own territory if they exert control over the acts of third countries.\textsuperscript{15} Relatedly, externalization
policies and practices can place significant and unequal burdens on third countries, as often states with fewer resources are forced (by law and in practice) to seek to ensure the protection of migrants’ rights.\textsuperscript{16}

Externalization efforts can also directly or indirectly cause a reduction in the protection of migrants’ rights. All migrants have human rights throughout the migration process and have both the right to leave any country and a right to return to their own country.\textsuperscript{17} Yet migration can be dangerous and a broad range of fundamental rights may be in jeopardy throughout the migration process. These include the right to life,\textsuperscript{18} the right to assistance and protection for victims of crime,\textsuperscript{19} the right to access legal assistance\textsuperscript{20} and the right to due process,\textsuperscript{21} among others. In part by closing or restricting migration routes, border externalization may put migrants at increased risk during transit, as they seek to travel on unsafe migration routes, where they are at heightened risk of victimization, in order to evade detection.\textsuperscript{22} It can also shift their relationship with the authorities and make them less likely or able to seek the protection of third countries through which they seek to transit or are diverted.\textsuperscript{23} Finally, such as, for example, in efforts to disrupt migrant smuggling or trafficking, externalization can bring migrants into contact with the state (or multiple states) through law enforcement or military operations.

Regardless of their status or location, migrants maintain fundamental rights to liberty and security of person, including a presumption against detention.\textsuperscript{24} However, border externalization can increase both third country resources for and interest in apprehension of migrants, and this in turn can increase both the likelihood and duration of detention. Once deprived of liberty, both duration and conditions in detention can significantly compromise the fundamental rights of migrants, including rights against ill-treatment.\textsuperscript{25} Migrants also have rights against arbitrary and collective expulsion\textsuperscript{26} and a right to legal assistance before and during deportation proceedings.\textsuperscript{27} Externalization practices and pressure can overburden third country immigration systems and significantly increase the likelihood that states violate these and other rights in an effort to process or deport migrants from third countries to countries of origin.

In addition to a core set of fundamental rights, some migrants may be protected by specific bodies of law that provide a higher standard of protection than is available to other migrants. For example, child migrants are recognized to have a special status and protection under international law, as are those fleeing rights abuses in countries of origin. At times, migrants also encounter situations during transit that increase vulnerability or trigger the attachment of additional rights – such as the rights of victims of crime or of trafficking.\textsuperscript{28}

Under international human rights law and refugee law, migrants who fear mistreatment in their countries of citizenship have a number of key rights that are implicated by border externalization – namely to seek and enjoy asylum\textsuperscript{29} and against refoulement.\textsuperscript{30} Refugees have the right to leave their country of citizenship, to seek and enjoy asylum and not to be punished for illegally entering a country to do so.\textsuperscript{31} Thus migrants have the right to screenings and examinations of any refugee or asylum claims, including in situations of mixed migratory flows where not all migrants may merit or require international protection.\textsuperscript{32} The right to seek and enjoy asylum includes the right to due process in the context of status determinations (a right which is also independently guaranteed under human rights law).\textsuperscript{33} In addition, the use of detention as a deterrent to potential asylum-seekers is contrary to international law.\textsuperscript{34} Externalization practices
can render effective protection of these rights significantly less likely in the context of heightened incentives to control migration and deport migrants to countries of origin. Indeed, there may be significant pressure on third countries to de-emphasize international protection concerns, especially in the context of mixed flows.

Finally, states are bound not to transfer any individual to another country if this would result in exposing him or her to serious human rights violations, such as violations of the right to life, or the right against torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The right against refoulement prohibits states from returning refugees to places where they have reason to fear threats to life or freedom related to criteria under the Refugee Convention. In most states in the Americas, the Cartagena declaration expands this obligation to prohibit return to situations of generalized violence. Refoulement obligations protect not only refugees with formal status, but also apply to asylum-seekers and other migrants who have yet to have their status formally declared. The right of non-refoulement also includes protection from ‘indirect refoulement,’ (also referred to as chain refoulement or refoulement by proxy). Perhaps most troubling, border externalization can result in increased risk of returning migrants to harm, sometimes resulting in refoulement of those who merit humanitarian protection, including asylum-seekers and refugees, contrary to international law. This may occur where third countries have limited resources for or motivation to determine the refugee status of migrants, though many may have valid claims.

Part III: Recommendations for Government Policies Protective of Human Rights

International law recognizes that migrants have a host of fundamental rights that protect them against abuses during the migration process. These include rights protections that can be impacted during transit, after apprehension and during deportation. They also include important rights to asylum and against refoulement, obligations which protect individuals from serious human rights violations when their countries are unable or unwilling to protect them. These international law obligations can attach to any state under whose jurisdiction a migrant falls. Border externalization policies and practices can make a range of rights violations more likely. And can cause legal liabilities to attach to both destination states which control or direct violations of the international human rights of migrants by third countries, and to third countries which fail to protect the rights of migrants. This discussion raises important questions about how states that pursue border externalization policies and practices incorporate fundamental rights into efforts to manage migration flows.

States can and should pursue preventive protection alongside the protection of human rights generally. There is ample scope for ensuring the protection of human rights in the context of migration policies among other security and policy priorities. In such discussions, including in the Americas, commentators have proposed a range of recommendations. These recommendations include calls to increase the protective capacity of authorities involved in migration control in third countries. This could include systematically and directly incorporating rights protections into migration management policies and practices, or conditioning destination-
state funding, training and other assistance to third countries on the direct incorporation and implementation of a minimum set of human rights protections.

Destination states and other donors may also pursue increased support to regional, international and inter-governmental organizations that provide or promote protection of migrants’ rights in transit, in third countries and upon return. Such parallel resources could be directed to enhancing the capacity of third countries, including through robust training of immigration and border security officials in human rights and refugee protections. These could include advocacy and training efforts to ensure that officials without a human rights or refugee protection mandate, but whose work triggers or follows apprehension and processing of migrants, such as border guards, understand and respect the rights of the migrants they encounter.

Finally, destination states and other donors could provide increased support to civil society actors whose work directly or indirectly supports protection of the basic needs and rights of migrants, including to humanitarian protection. These efforts could also be targeted to civil society actors well-positioned to ensure pressure on third countries to protect migrants’ rights. This could include support for documentation and monitoring of compliance with international law and standards, promoting domestication of human rights law and other efforts to promote accountability for those border externalization policies and practices which violate human rights.

**Questions for Discussion**

- What is the situation on the ground in the Americas regarding the ability of migrants to access humanitarian protection and enjoy the protection of other related fundamental human rights? What are the trends?
- How are states in the Americas or other regions affecting the protection of the rights of migrants, particularly access to humanitarian protection through border externalization practices?
- What is the scope and nature of U.S. bilateral and multilateral migration and security assistance in the Americas or elsewhere that may implicate access to humanitarian protection (i.e., programs to increase apprehension or border securitization)? How does the U.S. government ensure access to international protection and fundamental human rights protections in the context of such bilateral and multilateral migration and security assistance?
- What specific actions do multilateral organizations like UNHCR take with governments in the Americas or elsewhere to ensure access to international protection and protection of related fundamental human rights when developed, refugee-receiving destination states take actions to strengthen enforcement or migration management policies or practices in sending or transit countries?
- Are there good practices globally or in the Americas region – or key actions that states can take – to ensure that overseas migration and security assistance does not negatively affect access to international protection or the protection of related fundamental rights?
- How are the rights of particularly vulnerable migrants, including those vulnerabilities that are caused by or exacerbated in the context of migration, implicated by issues of border
externalization? In particular, how are the rights of children and women migrants implicated?

- What changes in US law, policy and practice would enhance rights protection and increase access to humanitarian protection in the Americas or elsewhere?
- What additional statutory authorities or appropriations or what new executive branch programs could the US develop to ensure access to humanitarian protection and the protection of other related fundamental human rights, and particularly in the context of US assistance and support in the Americas?
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